REGIONS THE GGF SERVES

**SOUTHEAST EUROPE**
- Albania
- Sarajevo | Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Croatia
- Pristina | Kosovo
- Skopje | North Macedonia
- Podgorica | Montenegro
- Belgrade | Serbia
- Istanbul | Turkey

**EUROPEAN NEIGHBORHOOD - EAST**
- Armenia | Yerevan
- Azerbaijan
- Georgia | Tbilisi
- Moldova | Chișinău
- Ukraine | Kyiv

**EUROPEAN NEIGHBORHOOD - SOUTH**
- Egypt | Cairo
- Jordan
- Lebanon
- Morocco
- Palestinian Territories
- Tunisia

1 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSC 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo Declaration of independence.

Finance in Motion offices
IMPACT PERFORMANCE
SINCE INCEPTION

ACTIVE IN
17 COUNTRIES

WORKING WITH
55 PARTNER INSTITUTIONS

CUMULATIVE TA PROJECTS
385

CUMULATIVE SUB-LOANS DELIVERED
1.15 BILLION EURO

CO₂ REDUCTION
983,943 tCO₂/yr

ENERGY SAVINGS
3.83 Million MWh/yr

RENEWABLE ENERGY
1,095 MW

WATER SAVED/TREATED
113,630 cubic metre/yr

WASTE AVOIDED/TREATED
411,591 tons/yr

MATERIALS SAVED
16,224 tons/yr

GGF at the June 2021 EECG Meeting

As of 31 March 2021
GREEN FINANCE DELIVERED BY BENEFICIARY TYPE (CUMULATIVE)

GREEN FINANCE DELIVERED BY REGION (CUMULATIVE)

As of 31 December 2020

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status and is in line with UNSC1244 and the ICI Opinion on the Kosovo Declaration of Independence.
Tailored Technical Assistance focused on developing partner capacities and markets

- **385 TA projects** since inception with project volume of **EUR 16.1 million**
- Support to **105 partners** through more than **138 consultants** (local and international)
- **6,861 persons** trained
RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

“THE POWER OF LOCAL CURRENCY” CAMPAIGN
SUPPORTED BY EU4ENERGY TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO LOCAL CURRENCY GREEN FINANCE FOR INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES IN THE EUROPEAN EASTERN NEIGHBOURHOOD REGION

NEW PARTNERSHIPS WITH:
CREDO BANK TO EXPAND ACCESS TO GREEN FINANCE FOR SMALL AGRIBUSINESSES IN GEORGIA;
BANK LVIV TO EXPAND ACCESS TO GREEN FINANCE IN LOCAL CURRENCY IN UKRAINE

FIRST EQUITY INVESTMENT IN WIND FARM IN NORTH MACEDONIA
TO SUPPORT THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS OF THE FIRST PRIVATE WIND FARM IN THE COUNTRY – 36 MW PROJECT NEAR THE VILLAGE OF BOGOSLOVEC
With instrumental support of the EU, GGF is implementing its Green Recovery Package – implemented with more than 20 partners to date

- GGF TA Crisis Response Program for GGF Partners
- Early Stage Green Innovation Support Program
- Green Recovery Measures for relevant Partners including increased local currency finance capacity

GGF GREEN RECOVERY PACKAGE

Responsive framework to support partner institutions

Essential sectors

New Energy Efficient Equipment

Working capital
DEEP-GREENING: MAINSTREAMING SUSTAINABILITY ACROSS A FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Integrate green lending practices into its core business approach to the benefit of the institution and its clients

What does it take to become a Green Financial Institution?

- Build sustainability into the institution’s business purpose and mission.
- Institutionalize green lending and build dedicated teams with supporting structures and committees.
- Develop and mainstream a green lending approach and build solid business around these.
- Integrate sustainability metrics into risk assessments & credit analysis and implement environmental & social safeguards.
- Communicate sustainability values to internal and external stakeholders, actively outreach to existing and new clients.

Institutions may choose to tackle different elements of a green finance strategy at different times.
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